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1.

Championship

These are regulations for
North European Zone Auto Navigation Championship
Short: NEZ Auto Navigation Championship.
The regulations are managed and updated of the NEZ Working Group.

2.

Championship events

The championship events are carried through according to organizing countries
regulations and supplementary rules.
Championship events should not be run together with national championship
events. However, if this is unavoidable, national championship events may be
arranged together with a NEZ event. In this case, the special regulations for a
starting order in paragraph 11 may be considered and route difficulty regulations
in paragraph 13 shall be followed.

3.

Participants

The championship is open for all with valid licence from member ASN's inside FIA
North European Zone.
The participants home country is defined as the country, they represented at
their first NOM/NEZ race.
Driver and navigator, in a team, have to come from the same country.
The championship applies to the navigator. Different drivers can be used.
The championship goes to the navigator who obtains the highest number of
points and the driver who has obtained most points together with the navigator.
The championship is open for all who have a valid license from member ASN’s
inside FIA North European Zone. All Championship events are open for all who
register according to paragraph 10. The participants that take part in the championship have to be posted on the participants list.

4.

National Team's Championship

National Team's Championship is run in the same events as the individual championship:
 The best three participants from every country, in the individual NEZ
races, make the national team
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 The three participants contribute with the same amount of points in the
national team's championship, as they obtain individual.
 The National Team's Championship goes to the nation that obtains the
highest number of point in the events outside their own country. Teams
from the organizing country get no points in the National Team's Championship.
 At equal total points, the best participant's rank will settle the National
Team’s Championship.

5.

Beginner's Cup

Beginner's Cup has the purpose to encourage new teams to participate in the
championship:
 To participate in Beginner’s Cup, both driver and navigator have participated in maximum 4 NoM/NEZ events/double events outside own country before the first race of the year.
 If driver or navigator has already won two Beginner’s Cup title, participation to Beginner’s Cup is no more possible.
 The teams who want to participate in Beginner’s Cup, has to state that
on the entry form.
 Beginner's Cup teams have to be marked on the entry list, by the organizer.
 Teams who participate in Beginner's Cup can simultaneously take part
at the NEZ championship and also achieve championship points for the
National Team according to paragraph 4.
 Separate points are accounted for Beginner's Cup according to paragraph 7.
 Total rank is calculated according to paragraph 7 below.
 Beginner’s Cup points are counted only based on Saturday event.
 Beginner’s Cup participants drive in one class independent of the nationality.

6.

Events

The championship is run in 6 events. The organizing country has to announce the
organizer at latest October 1st the year before. Change in organizer can only exceptionally take place, with approval of the countries that had participating
teams the year before.
All events have to take place between April 1st and November 15th, with pause
between June 15th and August 10th.
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7.

Points

At every event the organizer publish a points list for both the organizer countries
participants and the foreign participants – except Beginner’s Cup.
Points scale for the classes is:







1st place
2nd place
3rd place
4th place
Forward to
59th place

60
58
57
56

points
points
points
points

1 point

After each event, the rank for both individual, Beginner’s Cup and National
Teams Cup is updated by the NEZ Working Group and published on the Internet.
Navigators obtain points from 4 events. Only one event from home-country can
be obtained. If there for some reason only are run 4 events, navigators only get
point from 3 events. Only competitors who participate abroad can get NEZpoints. NEZ-points are re-calculated for the events after final event if there are
competitors who haven't taken part in any competitions abroad.
If more than one navigator obtains the same number of points, the mutual
placement is decided as follows:
 First of all most points in 5 championship events (one home, 4 abroad).
 If this does not decide the rank, wins the navigator with mutual best
rank in the events, where participants have competed in the same class.
All the points the navigator has obtained in those events are added up
and then the results are compared with each other.
 If the placement still is the same, the teams will get the same rank.
Beginner’s Cup participant gets points from two events. Only competitors who
participate abroad can get Beginner’s Cup points. In the final rank, participation
to 3 events always precedes participation to 2 events.
If more than one navigator obtains the same number of points, the mutual
placement is decided as follows:
 All three events are counted.
 If this does not decide the rank, wins the navigator with mutual best
rank in the event, where participants have competed at the same time.
 If the placement still is the same, the teams will get the same rank.

8.

Number of participants

If the organizer wishes to limit the number of participants, foreign participant in
championship classes' have priority.
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Participants who have participated in earlier events of the championship have
preference.

9.

Information

Invitation with supplementary regulations, start program with entry list plus bulletins has to be written at least in English and can be supplemented with translations in organizers language.
Supplementary regulations have to include necessary equipment:
 Participants cars have to be equipped according to participants own
country's traffic code and ASN's national rules. Tires can be limited according to organizing country's regulations.
 Equipment for communication between participants, participants and
third party are not allowed. Mobile telephones can be brought along, but
must not be used during events.
 Advertising streamers has to be in agreement with participant’s own
country's regulations.

10. Registration and entry fee
Registration to an event is done according to the organiser’s instruction. After
registration deadline (at least 5 days prior to the event) it is not possible to participate in NEZ-class. However, after the deadline it is still possible to change the
registration except the navigator.

11. Starting order for participants in championship
course
Starting order in championship course is arranged as follows:
1. Unseeded participants
2. Beginner's Cup participants
3. Seeded participants
5 best navigators of each country according to the last year’s final NEZ
results. If somebody from top five is not registered, then 6th, 7th, and so
on are taken to seeded group.
Beginner’s Cup is not driven on Friday. However, those teams that are registered
to Beginner’s Cup on Saturday event, shall drive in group 2 on Friday as well.
In case a seeded participant drives also in Beginner’s Cup, it is located to seeded
participants (group 3). This team shall be located as close as possible to Beginner’s Cup.
As far as possible starting order is a mix of countries.
Example:
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 Participant from country A
 Participant from country B
 Participant from country C
 Participant from country D
 Participant from country E
 Participant from country A
 Participant from country B
 etc.
However, if national championship is being held at the same event, local participants may be set to start before foreign competitors. Only foreign competitors
are then arranged as described above.

12. Prices
At every event prizes are awarded according to praxis in organizers country.
Championship classes have to be awarded separately.
At the last event the first three positions in the championship have to be rewarded separately. Medals are provided by NEZ through national ASN.

13. Race courses
The countries Finland, Sweden and Denmark make a double event, one Friday
and one Saturday. The distance between the two events must be less than 150
km.
Domestic and foreign participants have to race the same course. Organizer can
open an extra open class that drives the championship course. All participants in
championship classes get points in the championship.
The championship course's difficulty, length and respite time has to be adjusted
to foreign participants. Total race time must be maximum 2 hours Friday and 3½
hours Saturday plus transportations stages and pauses. One 20 minute break
has to occur (Saturday) before 2½ hours race ideal time.
If three or more competitors are over the total respite time, it is extended with
60 minute intervals until two or less competitors are over the total respite time.
This calculation is applied for each class separately. Respite time per stage is
counted regardless of the above.
Start time for first participant on champion course is preferred at 19.00 Friday
and 15.00 Saturday, latest at 20.00/16.00.
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The championship course has to be worked out to be drivable for the last starting
participants. Difficult drivable terrain ought to be avoided. Stones and other
things making the course less passable has to be marked e.g. with white paint or
warning sign.
All passing controls have to have left marking.
Beginner's Cup has to be run only in Saturday race on the first stages of the
championship course. The number of stages included in Beginner's Cup has to be
stated latest at Drivers Meeting. Beginner's Cup participants can voluntarily race
the last stages, to achieve points in the NEZ championship.

14. Stewards
Local ASN sends Stewards according to own regulations to the event.
There is one foreign steward at every double event. Event gets foreign steward
from the country that organizes next event according to the list below:
 1st double event get steward from 2nd events country
 2nd double event get steward from 3rd events country
 3rd double event get steward from 1st events country
Costs for foreign steward's lodgings and food are paid by the organizer.

15. Supporters and leaders
Organizers ought to pick out areas where the event can be followed by supporters and leaders. Spectators must not have access - to communicate with - or in
other ways to help the participants. The rest of the course ought - with exception
for local population - to be free from spectators.
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16. NEZ Working Group
The following persons act as contact persons together with ASN's. All proposals
for changes in regulations, national regulations, invitations and results plus all
other information have to be sent to all contact persons listed below. The contact
persons pass the information on to own ASN and participants from own country.
Country
Denmark

Name/address
Bent Mikkelsen
Strandvejen 18
DK-5600 FAABORG

Phone numbers/e-mail
+45 62616907 (home)
+45 21798130 (mobile)
2bm@vesteraabymail.dk

Jan Søndergaard
Præstebakken 19
DK 7480 VILDBJERG
Working group leader

+45 20 97 95 51 (mobile+work)
jan@mjtj.dk

Juha Heikkilä
Am Kuhzaun 20h
DE-28844 WEYHE

+358 50 365 5122 (mobile)
juhei@luukku.com

Timo Saarinen
Rinnetie 15
FI-33430 VUORENTAUSTA

+358 40 519 8699 (mobile)
timo.saarinen@ppo.inet.fi

Norway

Thor Inge Tollehaug
Haresvingen 11
N-3320 VESTFOSSEN

+47 32701395 (home)
+47 32772017 (work)
+47 32734270 (fax work)
+47 91839057 (mobile)
thoringe.tollehaugt@asplanviak.no

Sweden

Peter Kihlstenius
Amatörvägen 61
SE-122 40 ENSKEDE

+46 8 919151 (home)
+46 70 3935766 (mobile)
kihlstenius@gmail.com

Ulf Andersson
Lodjurets gata 231
SE-13664 HANINGE

+46 70 5723972 (mobile)
+46 8 7453456 (home)
ulfan231@gmail.com

Ture Hansen
NEZ Council Working Group

+45 61 70 74 74
tmh@dasu.dk

Finland

NEZ
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